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A CHANGING REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENT FOR
AUSTRALIA’S BANKING SECTOR
Australia’s major banks have historically prided
themselves for being among the safest and
strongest in the world. The 2014 Financial
System Inquiry, headed up by former
Commonwealth Bank CEO David Murray,
pointed out however that the Australian
financial sector cannot develop an attitude of
complacency regarding its status as being
among the world’s best. The inquiry made 44
recommendations, most notably however was
the recommendation for Australian deposittaking institutions (ADIs) to adopt capital
standards such that their capital ratios are
‘unquestionably strong’1.
The inquiry prompted the Australian
government to adopt several of the
recommendations outlined in the report.
Combined with the evolving regulations from
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS), who are responsible for the Basel
Accords, Australian banks have had to work
hard to keep up with the pace of regulatory
change. The major banks have raised billions of
dollars through equity raisings, dividend reinvestment plans, and share entitlement offers
and there does not appear to be an end in sight
to such reform.
In this month’s feature article, we first provide
an overview of the Australian banking sector, as
well as the sector’s outlook and its major
challenges. In the latter half of the article, we
examine the changing regulatory environment
in the Australian banking sector, and discuss
what it means for banks, both the systemically
important big four as well the smaller regional
banks. Investors across the debt and equity
spectrum have been impacted by the changes,
and we discuss how this could and should
impact investment strategy on a forwardlooking basis.

1.1 Introduction
The Bretton Woods system was created after
the conclusion of World War II, in an effort to

establish rules for financial relations between
the United States, Canada, Western Europe,
Australia, and Japan. The main feature of the
system was that the currencies of each of the
member nations was pegged to the price of gold,
with the US dollar used as a reserve currency
linked to the price of gold. The system started
to break down in the late 1960s and early 1970s
when the US dollar became overvalued, raising
concern about the value of the other currencies
given their relationship to the gold price.
In 1973, the system officially collapsed,
following US President Richard Nixon’s call for a
temporary suspension of the dollar’s
convertibility. After that point, the other
governments involved chose to let their
currencies float freely, putting an end to the
Bretton Woods system. The system’s collapse
caused many banks to incur very large foreign
currency losses. In 1974 West Germany’s
Federal Banking Supervisory Office withdrew
the banking license of Bankhaus Hertstatt after
discovering that the bank’s foreign exchange
exposures were approximately three times its
capital. Several banks were saddled with big
losses because of unsettled trades with the
German bank.
These events exposed the need for stricter
regulation and supervision for banks and their
capital levels around the world. The central
bank governors of the G10 countries established
the forerunner for what is now known as the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS), to improve the quality of banking
supervision worldwide, and to thereby enhance
financial stability.
The committee sets minimum standards for the
regulation of banks, proposes approaches to
encourage understanding and cooperation
across borders of member countries, and helps
identify current and emerging risks for the
financial system globally. It released its first set
of formal accords in 1988, now referred to as
Basel I, calling for a minimum capital ratio of
capital to risk-weighted assets of 8%. Basel II
was released in June 2004 and was meant to
supersede Basel I as it overhauled the capital
requirements, and put forward other
suggestions for better supervisory practice.

Refer to the Financial System Inquiry Final Report,
November 2014
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The onset of the financial crisis in 2008 exposed
many of the persistent weaknesses in the
financial sector, and Basel III was the BCBS’
reaction to the crisis. Basel III was again
another strengthening of capital requirements
and supervision and is expected to be fully
implemented by the end of 2019. Basel IV is
now in the works, with yet another round of
improvements for financial sector stability.
Ultimately, the BCBS is not a governing body – it
cannot force banks or countries to adopt the
standards it puts forward, it can only encourage
such bodies to do so. Here in Australia, while
relatively unscathed from the financial crisis as
compared to its North American and European
peers, the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA) has still chosen to adopt many
of the standards set by the BCBS. While these
stricter capital requirements and supervisory
procedures are not expected to prevent another
financial crisis from occurring, APRA’s choice to
implement them is meant to strengthen
Australia’s banks to the point that they will be
better equipped to deal with one, should it
happen.
As such, the regulatory landscape has been
changing in Australia and change is expected to
continue. It has meant a lot of hard work for
Australian banks as they try to abide by capital
regulations, and bond and equity investors alike
have noticed an impact. Throughout this
feature article, we discuss the impacts that the
changing regulatory space has had on
Australian banks and Australian investors alike,
as well as what can be expected looking ahead.
First though, we delve into an overview of the
Australian banking sector, as well as some of its
current challenges, including the ones raised
from the changing regulatory environment.

1.2 Overview of Banking Sector
The Australian banking sector has had lots
going for it over the past decade. Several
macroeconomic factors have played in the
sector’s favour, including:
•
•
•
•

3

A stable and growing domestic economy;
An industry structure that is supportive of
industry stability;
A low-risk, competitive environment;
A conservative regulatory and governance
framework;

•

Implied government support in the event of
banking sector stress.

Australia continues to enjoy a record period of
sustained economic growth and has not
experienced an economic recession since 1991.
Such a period of growth has had a positive
impact on household wealth, credit growth and
property prices, all of which have directly
improved the operating conditions and
profitability of the sector.
The buoyant housing market has worked
wonders for the banking sector, as ultimately
banks in any country will be at their most
profitable point when there is sustained house
price appreciation and increasing private sector
credit growth.
Over the past 13 years, the median price of
house transfers across Australia has nearly
doubled from $270,000 to $515,000. Over the
same period, total loans to households
increased by 270%, from $400 billion to $1.5
trillion at 30 June 2016. Both metrics are shown
in Chart 1 below.
Chart 1: Australia Median Property Price and
Total Loans to Households

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, APRA

Four large, domestic, systemically important
banks dominate the Australian banking
industry, and a small number of retail and
commercial banks compete for the rest of the
market. These four banks are:
•
•
•
•

Australia and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited (ANZ);
Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA);
National Australia Bank Limited (NAB);
Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC).

The position of the four banks is reinforced by
the strength of the Australian Commonwealth
Government, which has a relatively strong fiscal
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position supported by a flexible monetary
policy system, and thus a AAA credit rating. As
such, each of the big four Australian banks
benefits from implied government support in its
ratings outlook. Standard & Poor’s, for example,
provides each of the big four banks with a two
notch ratings uplift based on the assumption
that the Commonwealth Government would bail
it out if it was on the brink of failing. The
downside of this implied support is in the case
when the credit rating for the government is
adjusted. In July of this year, S&P downgraded
the outlook for the Commonwealth Government
from stable to negative, in part because of the
federal election result. The ratings agency’s
action was based on the election result, and that
the result could lead to worsening budgetary
performance. As a result, S&P also adjusted the
ratings outlook for all four major banks from
stable to negative. We discuss this relationship
at more length in the next section.

1.3 Banking Sector Outlook
Over the past several years, the outlook for the
Australian banking system has been broadly
stable, despite an increasingly challenging
operating environment. The current structure
of the industry lends itself to stability given that
there are a small number of banks with
significant market share that dominate the
domestic landscape. Such a structure minimises
the risk of a significant change impacting
industry and reduces the probability of new
entrants upsetting the landscape. The financial
system’s transition to the Basel III capital,
funding, and liquidity rules (discussed in the
latter half of this article) has also led to a more
stable system that is less prone to external
shocks. As a result, each of the four major banks
has a strong credit risk profile. While good for
the economy, it has come at a cost to
shareholders with respect to holding more
capital.
Regardless of the strength of the Australian
banking sector, the challenges that lie in its
periphery cannot be overlooked. We discuss
them here to provide context for the important
financial sector reform that has been taking
place over the past several years, which will be
discussed in the latter half of this feature article.

4

Domestic Economic Slowdown
For Australia, the risk of a major domestic
economic slowdown is one of very low
probability. Despite the end of the mining
boom, the Australian economy continues to
show signs of strength and resilience.
Nevertheless, the risk of a domestic slowdown
should not be overlooked. Typically, the first
signs of stress for the banks will come through
banks’ business lending books and credit card
delinquencies, both of which would act as an
early warning sign of a broader economic
slowdown. As such a slowdown becomes more
widespread, Australian banks would be exposed
to an increase in mortgage delinquencies and
bad debts, a slowdown in credit growth, as well
as the implications associated with rising
unemployment, and in turn the spill-over effects
in the property market.
Long Period of Low Interest Rates
The cash rate set by the Reserve Bank of
Australia (RBA) is currently the lowest it has
ever been at 1.5%. One of the metrics that a
bank’s profitability is measured on is its net
interest margin (NIM), which is typically
measured as net interest income divided by
interest earning assets. The current low rate
environment places significant pressure on
NIMs (as seen in Chart 2), and in turn the
profitability of Australian banks.
Chart 2: Major Australian Banks’ Net Interest
Margin (Half-yearly)

Source: RBA, Banks’ Financial Reports

To date, Australia’s banks have managed to slow
the decline in margins through strong pricing
power that is a result of the industry structure.
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Further cuts to the cash rate would make this
increasingly challenging.

Chart 3: Household Debt and Interest Paid, as a
Percentage of Household Income

Hard Landing in China
While a hard landing is not necessarily expected
in China, if it were to occur, there would be
significant spill-over effects for the Australian
economy and banking sector. This would likely
be felt throughout the economy, both by
businesses and consumers and by a government
that is still running considerable deficits. If a
potential slowdown is more moderate, it is
expected that the Australian banking system
would be able to persevere, with limited impact
on the creditworthiness and ratings of
Australia’s financial institutions, although it
would likely result in a slow credit growth
environment.
Property Market Correction
Australia’s banks have heavily concentrated
positions in the country’s property sector.
While mortgage lending growth is rising due to
house price growth and record low interest
rates, mortgages represent between 50% and
70% of the banks’ overall loan balances. This
makes the Australian banks particularly
dependent on the forward-looking health of the
residential mortgage sector. If there was a
property price correction of 20-30%, this would
inevitably hurt bank asset quality measures.
As shown in Chart 1 in Section 1.2, house prices
in Australia have increased dramatically over
the past two decades, particularly in Melbourne
and Sydney. Moody’s has warned that the
‘resultant greater divergence between house
prices and incomes’2 is a key risk for banks. With
stagnating wage growth and a shift from fulltime to part-time employment, increasing
property prices creates a significant disconnect
between housing prices and household
incomes. As of 2016, Australian households
have more debt compared to the size of the
country’s economy than any other in the world,
with a debt-to-income ratio of 186%, as
measured by the RBA and shown in Chart 3
below.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, RBA

Unwinding of Global Commodities Cycle
The mining boom in Australia was undoubtedly
positive for the economy. It was responsible for
boosting real per capita GDP by 13% over the
decade to 2013. The world price of Australia’s
mining-related exports more than tripled over
that decade. While many hoped that the mining
boom would go on forever, the fall in the prices
of several key commodities over the past few
years have put significant pressure on the
mining companies that had been so profitable
for nearly 10 years.
Chart 4: Bulk Commodity Prices

Source: ABS, Bloomberg, IHS, RBA

The unwinding of the mining boom was and is
of concern to the banking sector in Australia
because the sector is very exposed to the decline
in mining and mining-related companies, as
many of the banks’ corporate lending books are

Refer to Moody’s report, Australian Banks: Risking
Leverage and Cyclical Challenges Pose Risks, July 2016
2
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dominated by resources companies. The price
of several key commodities have rebounded in
the past few months. This has been directly
related to closures and reductions in Chinese
mines as well as existing inventories in both coal
and iron ore being very low. While we can point
to reasons for the rally, which has been
significant, the ability for prices to either
increase further or maintain at current levels is
less clear, although we consider it to be unlikely.
Dependence on Wholesale Funding and
External Borrowing
A key concern that has plagued Australian
banks in recent years has been the relatively
low level of core deposits and their dependence
on external borrowing and wholesale funding.
The sector overall has an average loan to
deposit ratio of close to 120% and as such the
banks depend on access to wholesale funding
markets at reasonable prices to finance their
loans books. The financial crisis highlighted
that funding market dynamics can be influenced
by global economic events, which can move
against the major banks, in a relatively short
space of time. Banks have been improving their
funding profiles materially over recent years,
but underlying deposits are still insufficient for
meeting the banks’ long term funding
requirements. There is unlikely to be any
change to this issue in the short or medium term
given the structure of the Australian economy.
The funding composition of bank balance sheets
has not changed significantly over the past
several years, with deposits making up 60% of
total funding and wholesale funding (both
short-term and long-term) making up around
30% (see Chart 5).
Chart 5: Funding Composition of Banks in
Australia

Global Economic Deterioration
An increase in international risks is also of
continuing concern to the Australian banking
sector in terms of the impact that such risks
could have on credit ratings. A sustained
economic downturn in Europe, because of
fallout from Brexit or otherwise, or difficulty in
the US following the presidential election could
have negative macroeconomic consequences
for Australia – both directly and indirectly (via
the negative implications it would have on its
major trading partners). If an international
stress event caused a long-lasting dislocation in
global funding markets, it would most likely
result in higher funding costs for Australian
banks and, under more severe conditions, could
disrupt Australian banks’ access to offshore
capital markets.
Australian Government Dependence for
Systemically Important Institutions
As discussed above, Australia’s four major
banks currently benefit from an implicit
government guarantee that is factored into their
credit ratings. The downside of this is that if the
Commonwealth Government were to suffer
from a ratings downgrade, the creditworthiness
of the big four Australian banks would also be
impacted. A sustained reduction in government
revenues, commodity price declines, reduced
receipts from mining and energy related
sectors, or a significant property correction are
some examples of factors that could cause
ratings agencies to adjust their credit ratings for
the Australian Government downwards. The
implied government backing for the major
banks means that a rating adjustment for the
government would flow through to rating
adjustments for the major banks.
In July 2016, S&P downgraded the credit rating
outlook for all four major banks from stable to
negative, following the ratings agency’s decision
to adjust the ratings outlook for the
Commonwealth Government from stable to
negative.
In its July statement, S&P said the following with
regards to the announcement of the outlook
downgrade for the Australian government:

Source: APRA, RBA, Standard & Poor’s
6

‘The negative outlook on Australia reflects our
view that without the implementation of more
forceful fiscal policy decisions, material
government budget deficits may persist for
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several years with little improvement. Ongoing
budget deficits may become incompatible with
Australia’s high level of external indebtedness
and therefore inconsistent with a ‘AAA’
rating…There is a one-in-three chance that we
could lower the rating within the next two years
if we believe that parliament is unlikely to
legislate savings or revenue measures sufficient
for the general government sector budget deficit
to narrow materially and to be in a balanced
position by the early 2020s.’

1.4 Overview
Changes

US Election Result

Throughout this section of the feature article,
we provide colour on the regulatory approaches
that APRA has taken and details on the policies
it has chosen to adopt. At a high level we discuss
the first two Basel Accords, and then examine
the results of the 2014 Financial System Inquiry
as well as the implementation of Basel III in
more detail.
The changing regulatory
environment has had a significant impact on
Australian banks, their business models, and
their profitability. We discuss these impacts, as
well as those that have been felt by the
investors, and what it means for investment
strategy going forward.

Interestingly, and topical given recent events,
the result of the US election could a have
significant impact on the regulatory
environment in the United States. During his
campaign, Donald Trump proposed overhauling
regulatory requirements for the American
banking sector, including revising the
implementation of the Basel Accords. While this
is likely to have little impact on the regulatory
landscape in Australia as APRA would opt to not
take the same path as Trump, it could affect the
profitability of Australia’s banks. With less
regulation, American banks would have a lower
cost of capital and would in turn become more
competitive against their global peers, including
Australia’s big four banks. This could be
damaging for the profitability of Australian
banks going forward, however Trump’s
campaign rhetoric must be taken with a grain of
salt, given that it is highly unlikely that he will
be able to implement all of the policies he
proposed during the presidential campaign.
Regulatory Uncertainty
In line with Basel III requirements, capital
requirements have moved up significantly over
the past several years, and Australian banks
have been progressively building up their
capital reserves and are currently well
capitalised by international standards. While
higher capitalisation levels may not necessarily
result in ratings upgrades (although definitely a
positive for debt holders), it will impact overall
levels of profitability and returns to equity
holders. The latter half of this feature article
will focus on what the changing regulatory
landscape means for both debt and equity
investors.

7

of

Regulatory

The key takeaway from the first half of this
feature article is that while the Australian
banking sector is among the safest in the world,
it faces some considerable downside risks. It is
impossible for a regulatory authority such as
APRA to eliminate all such risks, rather it wants
to enforce regulation that will minimise the
impact should the risks become reality.

1.4.1 Basel I and II
Basel I was the BCBS’ first stab at providing an
international standard for capital requirements.
Banks that were operating under Basel I were
expected to maintain a minimum capital ratio of
8% with the risk-weighted assets calculated
using a classification system of five risk
categories.
Basel I was considered quite primitive in terms
of its extent, hence Basel II was developed to be
used as a more rigorous approach to addressing
risk sensitivities, by assigning risk weights
across
a
broader
spectrum.
The
implementation of Basel II allowed banks to
differentiate between corporate loans, with a
risk weighting corresponding to the specific risk
profile of the corporate involved. The new
accord also set out guidelines regarding
supervisory review processes as well as
reporting and disclosure requirements. Basel II
was meant to be fully implemented by the start
of 2008, and it got its real test later that year
with the onset of the financial crisis.
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-

1.4.2 Basel III
The third instalment of the Basel reforms was
developed because of the significant
deficiencies highlighted in the wake of the
financial crisis. It was designed to strengthen
the capital positions of banks, through
improved capital adequacy and liquidity, with
the end goal of promoting a more resilient
banking system. Ultimately, it is up to the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
(APRA) to determine how the Basel reforms get
implemented in Australia, and it must provide
guidance to the domestic financial sector
concerning such reform. The three main areas
of focus for APRA have been capital
requirements, leverage ratios, and liquidity
requirements. We discuss the details of these
areas of focus, as well as APRA’s adoption of
them, in the latter half of this section.

1.4.3 2014
Financial
Inquiry

System

The Commonwealth Government established a
Financial System Inquiry in 2013, delivering on
an election promise to examine the state of the
nation’s financial system. The inquiry was
chaired by former Commonwealth Bank CEO
David Murray and the final report was delivered
in late November 2014. The report included 44
recommendations
affecting
the
entire
Australian financial services sector, including
several targeted directly at the Australian
banking system.
A number of the reforms suggested in the
inquiry coincide with those from organisations
such as BCBS, however broadly speaking, the
report took on an outcomes based approach
rather than using specific, prescriptive
statements.
The two headline statements that directly
impacted Australia’s banks are the requirement
for:
-

3
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‘Unquestionably strong’ bank capital levels.
The inquiry called for the setting of capital
standards such that all local ADI capital
ratios are in the top quartile globally of
internationally active banks;

International capital comparison study, APRA 2015.

An increase in mortgage risk weights. The
inquiry called for an increase in the average
internal ratings-based (IRB) mortgage risk
weight to narrow the difference between
average mortgage risk weights for ADIs
using IRB risk-weight models (big four and
Macquarie Bank) and those using standard
risk weights (all other Australian ADIs).

The Government’s response to the financial
inquiry was one of continued support for APRA
to implement reforms and standards that keep
Australian banks among the safest in the world.
This coincides with APRA’s adoption of the
Basel Accords, with some personalisation for
the Australian banking sector.
In July 2015, APRA released an international
comparison study in response to the FSI
recommendation that regulations be developed
to set ‘capital standards such that Australian
authorised deposit-taking institutions capital
ratios are unquestionably strong’3. The study
found that the major Australian banks were
well-capitalised by international standards, but
‘not in the top quartile of international peers’4.
APRA commented that the top quartile
positioning would be a useful ‘sense check’ of
the strength of the Australian regulatory
framework, but that it does not intend to tightly
tie Australian banks to a benchmark based on
the capital adequacy ratios of international
banks. APRA also determined that the major
banks would need to increase their capital
adequacy ratios by at least 2%, relative to their
positions in June 2014, to be comfortably
positioned in the top quartile of international
peers over the medium to long term.

1.4.4 Implications for Banks
Inevitably, a changing regulatory environment
for a country’s financial system will have a
significant impact on the nation’s banks. Not
only does it create more work for them in terms
of meeting reporting standards, but it often
leads to significant capital raisings and more
difficulty in meeting historical profitability
levels. We discuss these impacts in more detail
in this section.

4

Ibid.
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Capital

Chart 6: Australian Banks’ Capital Ratios

APRA has been actively involved in
implementing a series of updates to the capital
adequacy standards, as laid out by the Basel III
standards. The minimum standard requires
Australian ADIs to maintain a prudential capital
ratio (PCR) of at least 8% of its total riskweighted assets.
For the purposes of determining a risk-based
capital ratio, its total risk-weighted assets is
calculated as the sum of:
•

•

•

Its risk-weighted on-balance sheet and offbalance sheet assets determined based
either on a standardised approach using
external credit ratings or an internal ratings
based approach as approved by APRA;
12.5 times the sum of capital charges
relating to its operational and market risks
and interest rate risks on its banking books;
and
Its exposures (on a risk weighted adjusted
basis) to securitisations.5

Capital to be maintained by an Australian ADI to
meet these requirements must be comprised of
tier 1 and tier 2 capital, as defined by the Basel
Accords. Tier 1 capital is comprised of a bank’s
core capital, which is primarily common stock,
retained earnings, and preferred stock. Tier 2
capital represents ‘supplementary capital’,
including undisclosed reserves, revaluation
reserves, hybrid capital instruments, and
subordinated debt.
Following the FSI report and the requirement
from APRA for banks to be in the top quartile in
terms of capital ratios, Australia’s big four banks
generated approximately $33 billion in
additional equity during the 2015 financial year.
As the Australian banks are currently not
sufficiently originally capital-generative, they
raised the necessary capital through rights
issues, dividend reinvestment plans, and share
placements. The significant increase in banks’
capital ratios from 2011 to 2015 is shown in
Chart 6 below.

5

9

Source: Bloomberg, banks’ websites, Whitehelm
Advisers

Liquidity
The Basel III Accord includes an international
bank liquidity framework, with the aim of
improving banks’ resilience to any future
liquidity shocks. The framework is based on
two minimum quantitative requirements: the
Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and the Net
Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).
Liquidity Coverage Ratio
The LCR is designed to mitigate short-term
liquidity shocks as it requires banks to hold
enough high-quality liquid assets (HQLA) that
can be converted into cash to meet its needs for
30 days under a severe stress scenario. In other
words, all liabilities that mature in less than 30
days must be ‘covered’ by high-quality liquid
assets, ensuring coverage of all possible
outflows over a 30-day period without needing
to access financial markets.
𝐿𝐶𝑅 =

𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
≥ 100%
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 30 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

High quality liquid assets are those that can be
immediately converted into cash even under
stressed market conditions. APRA has ruled
that the only Australian dollar-denominated
instruments that are to be considered as HQLA
are notes and coin, cash balances at the RBA,
and debt instruments issued by the
Commonwealth and state governments. As a
result of a relatively low stock of public debt in
Australia, the banks’ liquidity needs to meet
these requirements cannot be made with public
debt alone. The RBA will offer additional

As per press release from law firm, Clayton Utz.
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liquidity through a committed liquidity facility
to the Australian banks so that they can satisfy
the liquidity requirements.

Chart 7: Bank Holdings of Commonwealth and
State Bonds

While the BCBS set regulations for the LCR to be
phased in over several years until 2019, APRA
required Australian banks to implement the
LCR ratios in 2015. To meet the requirements of
the already implemented LCR, Australian banks
have had to make changes to both the asset and
liability sides of their balance sheets.
Liabilities with high run-off rates are not as
attractive a form of funding under the LCR
regulations as they once were, so banks have
repriced them to reflect this. Alternatively,
liabilities with low run-off rates have become
much more attractive, which has made the
competition for them among banks intense.
Banks have been willing to pay more for such
liabilities because they prove to be a more stable
form of funding.
There has also been a significant decrease in the
use of wholesale funding with a maturity of less
than 30 days. The reason for this is that under
the LCR regulations, banks would need to cover
it entirely with high quality liquid assets. This
has been marked by a decrease in the yield of
one-month bank bills, the spread of which over
the one-month bank bill swap rate decreased
significantly over 2015 (since the LCR
regulation was implemented).
There have also been several changes on the
asset side, but these changes have been taking
place for many years given the push for banks to
hold higher quality assets. As discussed, in
terms of the LCR regime, only cash, cash
balances at the RBA, and Government and semigovernment debt can be considered as HQLA.
The chart below shows the significant increase
in the banks’ holdings of Commonwealth and
state paper.

Source: ABS, RBA

Net Stable Funding Ratio
The NSFR is designed to promote longer-term
resilience of a bank’s liquidity risk profile by
calculating the proportion of long-term assets
which are funded by long-term stable funding
and is defined as:
𝑁𝑆𝐹𝑅 =

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
≥ 100%
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

The available amount of stable funding is capital
and liabilities that are expected to be reliable
over the next 12 months with each category of
liabilities having a stability percentage applied
(ranging from 0% to 100%). The required
amount of stable funding are assets held by the
bank including off-balance sheet exposures with
each category of assets having a liquidity and
maturity percentage applied (also ranging from
0% to 100%). The NSFR is not expected to be
implemented in Australia until 2018, but once
implemented, banks will be required to
maintain its NSFR at a level greater than 100%.
The liquidity requirement is expected to lessen
the impact of any deterioration in wholesale
funding conditions.
In terms of complying with the NSFR
regulations, banks have already started to
lengthen their funding maturity profiles and are
expected to continue to do so. To the end of
2015, the average maturity of outstanding
wholesale bond funding has increased from
three years to three and a half years since 2011.

Mortgage Risk Weights
In July 2015, APRA announced that under the
IRB approach for determining credit risk (which
is the modelling technique used by the four big
10
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banks and Macquarie, and will be discussed at
greater length in Section 141.5), there will be an
increase in capital requirements for Australian
residential mortgage exposures. The average
risk weight (and hence capital requirement) for
residential mortgage exposures has increased
to approximately 25% (from 17%) this year for
the big four banks and Macquarie. For the
smaller, regional banks, the average risk weight
for mortgage exposures is around 40%.
Because of the significance of mortgage books in
the Australian banking sector, this will put
significant pressure on the major banks to raise
even more capital. The increase in the risk
weights will also significantly narrow the gap
between them and the smaller, regional banks.
A continuation of this trend will inevitably
tighten the dispersion of profitability levels
between the banks.

Reduced Earnings Growth
One of the implications of the regulatory change
has been headwinds in terms of profitability for
the Australian banks. An important measure of
profitability is a bank’s return on equity (ROE).
Stricter ruling on capital levels and thus lower
levels of leverage has directly reduced the
return on equity because the share of equity
funding is greater for a greater return on assets.
This has been compounded by lower bank
profits because of a decline in income and an
increase in bad debt charges. The effect that the
regulatory environment has had on banks’ ROE
is shown in Chart 8 below.
Chart 8: Profitability of Australian Banks

Australian banks is for it to be approximately
12.5% on average. An ROE at 12.5% is still high
by international standards, and will likely see
Australian banks retain their position as among
the most profitable in the world. That said, a
reduction in ROE will take some getting used to
both from the banks, and their investors.
Theoretically, this situation is risk-reward
trade-off. The reduction in leverage will
typically reduce volatility and risk in returns, so
investors should be willing to accept a lower
return for the lower risk. Unfortunately,
investors’ expectations do not typically change
instantly, so banks may feel pressured to
maintain the high ROE that they have typically
enjoyed.
Already, some banks have taken steps to try to
maintain high ROE despite having less leverage.
Some banks have reduced their focus on parts of
their business that have been less profitable and
started to hone in on the more traditional
activities in the Australian market.
NAB
divested its UK business Clydesdale Bank in
early 2016, in a move to rid itself of a part of its
business that had persistently been a drag on
profits. In early November, ANZ announced it is
considering selling its wealth management
business, which has been a disappointing
division of the bank’s business. This follows the
bank’s plan to narrow its focus in the Asian
market by reducing low-return and high-risk
assets.
Major banks have also been repricing their loan
books. Most lenders increased their standard
variable housing rates by 15 to 20 basis points
in 2015 in preparation for banks having to
increase the risk weights for their residential
mortgage exposures. Banks have also opted to
not pass on the RBA’s rate cuts to their
customers.
Will such responses be enough to offset the
impact that higher capital levels has had on
banks’ ROE? It is a situation that we need to be
mindful of, particularly if banks continue to try
to achieve ROE that lives up to historical levels.

Source: APRA, Banks’ financial disclosures, RBA

The higher levels of capital are expected to have
a long-lasting persistent effect on ROE. The
expectation from analysts is that the ROE for
11

Interestingly, in early November, WBC dropped
its return on equity target of 15%, stating that
the target is no longer attainable in today’s
environment of low interest rates and tighter
regulation. The bank announced that it will be
targeting a return on equity of 13-14% over the
medium term.
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1.4.5 Implications for Investors
The chart below provides an overview of the
capital structure of the Australian banks. The
capital structure defines the risk tiers in the
event of a bank becoming insolvent and being
forced to wind up. Deposits sit on top of the
capital structure and are key instruments in
enabling banks to fund and expand their loan
businesses. Once deposits are exhausted, banks
are forced to use additional funding sources
such as covered bonds, senior unsecured
deposits and wholesale unsecured deposits as
part of their funding activities.
The
implementation of Basel III regulations has
introduced additional tiers to the capital
structure, each with various unique conditions.
At the bottom of the capital structure, and the
first to be impacted in the event of a winding up
sits equity.
Chart 9: Australian Bank Capital & Funding
Structure

now than in pre GFC, and therefore in an
unprecedented default situation where equity,
subordinated and senior debt where all wiped
out, then there is a larger stack of deposit
holders that would share the next tranche of
default pain. That said, we consider this
scenario to be highly unlikely and therefore
practically all likely and the vast majority of the
unlikely default scenarios, deposit holders
would be repaid in full.
In general, increased capital levels are credit
positive for fixed income and term deposit
investors because of the reduced risk of default
for deposit and bond holders.
The tougher capital standards do not come
without a downside for investors however. One
example of such a downside is the impact that
the liquidity requirements have on returns. The
newly implemented LCR regulations stipulate
that any product or deposit with a notice period
of 31 days or more requires no backing from
HQLA. Any products or deposits with a notice
period of less than 31 days will need to be
included in the liquidity calculations. Because
these latter products are significantly more
costly to banks in terms of required capital,
banks pass the additional cost on to depositors
and bondholders through pricing adjustments
(lower yields).
Because these latter products are significantly
more costly to banks, they have introduced
tougher penalties on term deposit holders who
wish to terminate their deposits prematurely.
Such penalties can have a significant negative
impact on returns.

Source: Colonial First State Global Asset Management

With the increased capital requirements, the top
of the capital structure has become an even
safer place to be. During the financial crisis,
which was the most severe macroeconomic
stress event since the Great Depression, no debt
(subordinated let alone senior) or term deposits
were impaired in the Australian banks. The
increasing capital cushions will make defaults
on term deposits even less likely.
We
acknowledge that there are more term deposits
12

These considerations make 30-day (or shorter)
deposits less attractive to investors than longerdated deposits. In terms of investment strategy,
investors must consider risk and return
expectations
in
this
new
regulatory
environment. Capital requirements have made
the instruments at the top of the capital
structure less risky, however investors must be
mindful of the effects of pricing and penalties.
Alternatively, higher returns can be attained by
investing in deposits with longer-dated
maturities.
In short, the new regulations are positive from a
risk management perspective for deposit
holders, however downwards pressure on
returns can be expected should investors opt to
not take action. Considering lengthening the
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duration of the investments within a notice
period account, while being mindful of cash flow
requirements, can help achieve return
expectations.
Those investing in the Australian share market
(where financial stocks make up approximately
40% of the ASX 200 index) must also consider
the impact that the implementation of capital
and liquidity requirements have on holding
bank shares. As discussed, the stricter capital
requirements have negatively impacted banks’
ROE, which is passed on to equity holders
through lower returns. The alternative is if
banks attempt to maintain their ROE levels by
taking on excess risk, which spells increased
risk for the banks’ shareholders as well.
The major banks have historically paid healthy
dividends, but the future of such dividends has
been called into question as of late. The calls for
banks having ‘unquestionably strong’ capital
levels has forced banks to consider ways in
which they can maintain their profit levels. One
such way is by reducing the size of the dividends
paid out, or by cutting them altogether, which
would ultimately lower a bank’s share price.
This will be a marked change for Australian
equity investors who have become accustomed
to high dividend yields.
This is particularly pertinent in Australia
because of the massive weighting that the
Financials sector has in the Australian equity
index. This is shown in Chart 10 below. It is also
worth noting that the major four banks account
for approximately 27% of the index (or
equivalently 73% of the Financials sector).
Chart 10: Sector Breakdown of ASX 300,
at 31 October 2016

because of the murky future of bank dividends
and share prices, bank hybrids have started to
look more appealing in recent years. Bank
hybrids, as the name would suggest, sit
somewhere between bank-issued debt and
equity. Such securities, which are often called
Hybrid Tier 1 Capital securities, have no
maturity date but are scheduled to convert into
ordinary bank shares on a fixed date. Interest is
paid, but is subject to the bank’s discretion and
should an interest payment be missed, it does
not need to be paid back in the future.
In terms of the capital structure, bank hybrids
sit above equity and below senior debt. Bank
hybrids are safer than bank shares because
banks are required to pay a distribution to
hybrid holders before dividends get paid to
shareholders.
Because of the improving capital situation of
Australian banks, bank hybrids are deemed
safer investments now than they once were.
The additional equity that banks have been
forced to raise acts as a buffer for the claims of
depositors and bondholders of the bank. The
additional risk over bonds comes from the
bank’s ability to write off the value of the hybrid
or convert it into equity if the bank were to
suffer severe losses. That said, the entire
common equity base must be written off before
the hybrids are used as bail-in capital.
Returns on bank hybrids have ticked up in
recent years (as shown by the hybrids’ margin
over the cash rate in Chart 11 below) and are
currently much more attractive than those on
senior debt and with much less volatility than
shares. The spreads on offer have increased as
prices have fallen as their perceived risk has
increased. If there was a major market event in
the domestic market, such as a housing crash,
ultimately hybrids and common equity have
similar levels of risk. As an article in the
Financial Review pointed out, ‘If a major housing
crash was to occur and the banks lost billions of
dollars, the hybrid holder’s position would be

Source: Bloomberg, Whitehelm Advisers

With bond yields and term deposit rates at alltime lows and uncertainty in the share market
13
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analogous to standing a few metres behind a
crowd when a tsunami is approaching.’6
Chart 11: Major Bank Average Tier 1 Hybrid
Trading Margins

Source: Bond Adviser, Whitehelm Advisers

As we have discussed throughout this feature
article however, banks are better prepared to
deal with market events than they likely have
ever been because of the stricter capital
requirements. If an investor deems this to be
true, and also see the challenges that banks will
have growing or maintaining their profits (and
thus their share prices), hybrids could be an
attractive alternative.
Summary
The financial crisis kicked the BCBS into high
gear in terms of strengthening the supervision
and regulation of banks around the world. We
deem that the financial position of Australia’s
banks has improved significantly because of
APRA’s implantation of the Basel Accords as
well as the government’s adoption of many of
the recommendations put forward in the 2014
Financial Inquiry. The higher capital levels,
lower leverage, and higher liquidity make
Australian banks better placed to deal with
challenges than in previous years. Inevitably,
the changing landscape has affected the riskreward trade-offs for every tier of the capital
structure. This is certainly not the end of
financial sector reform, as will be discussed in
the next section.

1.5 Forward Looking
It should be clear by now that financial system
reform is an ongoing beast - one policy will not
be a blanket solution for all banking sector
weaknesses and inadequacies.
The BCBS
continues to assess the effectiveness of its
reforms to date, as well as proposing new
reforms with the goal of strengthening the
regulation, supervision, and practices of banks
worldwide. The Basel III reforms are not yet
fully in force (and won’t be until 2019), and
there is already talk of the next set of reforms –
Basel IV. While the proposed changes have not
been formally named Basel IV, it is widely
expected that the set of suggested changes will
take shape into the next formal accord, and so
has been referred to as the next successor in the
Basel Accord family.
Why has even the mention of another set of
accords caused the banking community to let
out a collective groan? The BCBS has released a
series of consultative papers investigating why
there is excessive variability in the required
capital levels for banks with seemingly similar
levels of risk. This is an area of concern for the
committee, given that in a paper published in
December 2015, the committee reviews the
capital framework ‘to balance simplicity and risk
sensitivity, and to promote comparability by
reducing variability in risk-weighted assets
across banks and jurisdictions.’7
The Basel Accords to date have focused on
standardising capital, liquidity, and funding
requirements, yet in a recent study, the BCBS
investigated why two banks with similar risk
levels could have very different capital levels (as
measured by the bank’s risk weighted assets).
As observed by the BCBS, the largest dispersion
in RWA across banks comes from different
calculations of credit risk. Per the committee’s
report, the main drivers of the differences
between the calculated RWAs are:
1. The use of different credit approaches by
banks.

Refer to Hybrids trump bank shares, 27 February
2016, Financial Review
7 Refer to Revisions to the Standardised Approach for
credit risk – second consultative document, Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, December 2015
6
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2. Different definitions of defaults used by
banks.
3. Different margins of conservatism added by
banks to risk parameters.
4. Differences in adjusting for cyclical events.
5. Issues in estimating risk parameters for lowdefault portfolios.
6. Different translations of external ratings to
internal ratings.8
Under the current regulations, major banks
(including the four major Australian banks)
have been accredited to use their own internal
models for calculating the required capital to be
held for credit risk management purposes.
Basel IV could be set to change this course and
enforce a more standardised approach across
all banks for modelling credit risk, in the hopes
of minimising the differences that arise between
calculated capital requirements among banks.
Smaller Australian banks are already required
to use a standardised approach for calculating
credit risk, rather than relying on their own
internal models to do so. The BCBS has also
proposed a swath of changes to the current
standardised approach because there has been
criticism regarding the approach’s lack of
responsiveness to differences in risk. The
proposed changes to the standardised model
are meant to make the banks more sensitive to
risk.

1.5.1 Implications for Banks
As Basel IV is not yet in force, let alone finalised,
it is impossible to predict the exact implications
it will have for banks. That said, it is widely
predicted that a more standardised approach to
calculating risk weights will create more work
for banks.
Following the GFC, it became apparent that
there was a need for banks to provide accurate
and timely information about the riskiness of
their current standing. Eight years on, there are
still significant issues with how banks report,
particularly because the different methods they
use do not lend themselves to comparability

between banks. One of the expected outcomes
of Basel IV is the requirement for banks to
disclose more information and to be more
transparent about their inherent riskiness. This
is likely to come in the form of stricter
requirements for timely, accurate, and
exhaustive risk reporting, standardised across
financial institutions.
For the four major banks in Australia,
implementing a standardised approach for
calculating credit risk and capital ratios will
likely be painful. Banks will have less freedom
in selecting the values for certain risk
parameters, the values for such parameters
would likely be set without any flexibility
around them. A simple example to illustrate the
impact of this approach would be to consider a
bank that uses an IRB approach. For a particular
portfolio, the bank calculates a probability of
default of 6%, however under a more
standardised approach with set parameters, the
bank might calculate a probability of default of
10% instead. The bank would then be required
to calculate the RWA using this higher
probability of default for the portfolio, in turn
resulting in additional capital requirements.
In terms of the changes to the standardised
model used by smaller banks around the world
(and all those in Australia outside of the big four
and Macquarie), the calculation of mortgage risk
is expected to be affected. One of the main
changes is that the loan-to-value ratio of a
property will become a key indicator for
determining risk weightings and hence the level
of required capital. The proposed changes
include reducing the risk weighting for almost
all property loans. This in turn means that the
smaller, regional banks will not need to hold as
much equity capital against these loans,
particularly because of the high concentration
of home loans within their overall books of
business. Lower capital levels spell lower costs
for banks and higher levels of return for equity
owners.
Ultimately, if APRA adopts Basel IV, it will make
the banking sector in Australia more
competitive. Implementing a stricter approach
to IRB modelling by the major banks, and

As summarised by a report from consulting firm
Capgemini, Basel IV, Changing the Regulatory
Landscape of Banks
8
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lowering the risk weightings required for the
smaller ones will narrow the gap between the
two groups of financial institutions. As the big
four have dominated the banking landscape in
Australia for so long, these changes could result
in a shakeup to the banking sector.

1.5.2 Implications for Investors
Undoubtedly, financial sector reform impacts
investors. As discussed, the implementation of
the Basel III reforms in Australia has caused
banks to be significantly more capitalised and
less leveraged. Should Basel IV come to fruition,
it is expected that such a trend will continue.
This is good news for those invested in
securities at the top of the capital structure, and
mixed news for those invested at the bottom of
the capital structure.
Banks’ share prices can be expected to face
significant headwinds with the implementation
of Basel IV. We are already starting to see
revisions in return on equity targets and the
future of bank dividends remains unclear, but
arguably negative, and flat at best for the next
several years. That said, in a low yielding world,
the Australian banks paying approximately 56% fully franked dividends will remain
attractive to many compared to other
investment opportunities.
With respect to the cost of debt for individuals
and corporates, we expect there to be continued
upwards pressure as the banks pass through
some of the higher costs associated with holding
more capital. For the more highly levered assets
such as infrastructure and property, this could
result in credit spreads remaining wider than
they otherwise would be if these increased
capital requirements were not imposed. At the
same time, these changes have made the
banking system safer and less susceptible to
downside risk which is positive for investments
that rely on bank funding.
We have already seen a progressive move from
the Australian banks away from certain
corporate sectors as they seek to prioritise
where they tie up their scarce capital. We
anticipate this will continue. This in itself will
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create new opportunities for other providers of
capital to potentially be lenders to sectors
where the banks have chosen to have a more
restricted presence (higher cost and less
favourable terms to borrowers).

1.6 Conclusion
We started this feature article by providing an
overview and an update of the Australian
banking sector. Australia’s major four banks –
Australia and New Zealand Banking Group,
Commonwealth Bank, National Australia Bank,
and Westpac, dominate the landscape with
strong pricing power and dominant market
share. They continue to be among the most
profitable banks in the world, while maintaining
relatively low risk profiles.
Following the financial crisis, the need for
tighter regulation and supervision of banks
around the world, including Australia’s, had
never been more evident. Basel III was drafted
and implemented by many countries, including
in
Australia.
Combined
with
the
recommendations from the 2014 Financial
Inquiry, Australian banks have had their work
cut out for them in terms of complying with the
ever-evolving capital, leverage, and liquidity
requirements.
As a result, the levels of risk and return at every
level of the Australian banks’ capital structures
has been affected, which in turn has impacted
investment strategy. At the top of the capital
structure, term deposits face stricter rules
because of liquidity requirements, and at the
bottom of the capital structure, equity holders
face volatility and uncertainty about share
prices and dividend payments.
While the implementation of such reform has
created headwinds for banks’ shareholders, we
deem their financial positions to be significantly
stronger than the years leading up to and
following the financial crisis. They are better
placed to deal with the variety of challenges that
the Australian economy could face, whatever
and whenever that may be.
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